
PROJECT OVERVIEW

Owned by Thompson Creek Metals Company, Mount Milligan is a copper and gold 
mine located in central British Columbia, Canada. The Mount Milligan Mine  
incorporates a 60,000 tonnes per day copper flotation concentrator.

Industrial Business Solutions, Inc. (IBS) was tasked with supplying engineering and 
technical personnel, along with the ContinuumEdge (CE) Completions &  
Commissioning Management System (CCMS), to assist in the Pre-Commissioning 
and Commissioning phases of their new copper/gold concentrator plant. With CE, 
management integrated all EPCM, sub-contractors and vendors into a single  
software system. At peak level, all commissioning efforts, involving over 130  
people, used CE to view unique, non-corruptable data and project documentation. 
With over 20 IBS people on-site, for a duration of almost 2 years, IBS and CE  
helped TCM successfully met all organizational goals and critical turnover deadlines.
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WHAT THE CLIENT SAYS

The Thompson Creek Metals management team needed to find resource solutions 
who could easily integrate and manage a complex project. TCM also needed a  
software system that could be used straight away, rather than a complicated system 
that slowed down their current processes.  

     I can with certainty recommend the pre-commissioning
and commissioning management and execution services
and completions management software applications of  
IBS - Industrial Business Solutions, Inc., to industrial 
companies in particular the Mining and Oil & Gas sectors.

During the past four years, as Managing Director 
Projects, myself and my management team have worked 
directly with IBS, on two world-class projects.

The company offers quality services and rates. Across the 
board, we were always pleased with their work.

IBS demonstrated attention to quality, fast execution and 
delivery with high level of detail and always with a  
concern for safety, backed by their excellent safety 
record.

We believe that IBS commitment and know-how of their
skilled people contributed to the excellent start-up of our
projects.

I would certainly endorse considering IBS for all your  
corporate commissioning needs. I personally recommend 
them and look forward to working with them again.

“

Terry Owen, Managing Director Projects, TCM

“
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ContinuumEdge by IBS

Call or email us today 

for a look at our work  

and a demonstration of 

our systems!
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